Dossier Desks are full wood construction and provide a traditional aesthetic.

Desks are available in three styles:
- Standard with two gables
- Single Pedestal with a gable and one pedestal
- Double Pedestal with two pedestals

All Desks are wood construction.
- Depths: 30”, 36” and 42”
- Widths: 60” to 96” in 6” increments
- Heights: 29”

Modesty Panels:
- Full or partial heights
- Flush, recessed or center mounted

Grommet Options:
- Rectangular or round
- Left, right or center mounted
- Leveling range: 1”

Double Pedestal Desk with Full Modesty, Centered (shown)
Dossier Table Desks are available with a plated or painted metal support frame to provide a light aesthetic.

Table Desks are available in two styles:
- Plated metal legs
- Plated metal legs with wood end panels
- Painted metal legs

Table Tops are available:
- Wood
- Solid surface
- Backpainted glass

Depths: 30”, 36” and 42”
Widths: 60" to 96" in 6" increments
- When the wood end panel option is specified the width will increase by 1"
Height: 29”

Optional Modesty Panels:
- Center mounted only (not available on 30” depth)

Grommet Options:
- Rectangular or round
- Left, right or center mounted
Leveling range: 1-1/2”
Dossier offers a variety of worksurface styles to provide a traditional or contemporary aesthetic and height-adjustability.

Table Desk, Knockdown Frame Desks are available with painted metal frames.
Table Tops are available:
- Wood
- Laminate
Depths: 30”, 36” and 42”
Widths: 60” to 96” in 6” increments
Heights: 29” high

Optional Modesty Panels:
- Center mounted (not available on 30”d)
- Recessed 11”

Grommet Options:
- Rectangular or round
- Left, right or center mounted
Leveling range of 1-1/2”
The following should be considered when planning with Dossier Desks and Table Desks.

desk styles

Desks typically provide a traditional aesthetic and planning style, while Table Desks typically provide a lighter, more open and contemporary table-like aesthetic.

Single and Double Pedestal Desks, (standard shown)

Table Desks

Knockdown Table Desks
modesty panels

Standard, Single (Shown) and Double Pedestal Desks

Require partial height or full height modesty panels for support.

![Diagram of partial and full height modesty panels]

Modesty Panels are available in three locations:

- **Flush**
  - Available on full height modesty panels.

- **Recessed**
  - Available on partial and full height modesty panels.

- **Centered**
  - Available on partial and full height modesty panels.

Table Desks are available with or without a partial modesty panel. A modesty panel is not required for support.

![Diagram of centered modesty panel]

Centered
- Modesty Panels are available centered only.

Table Desk, Knockdown Frame Desks are available with or without a partial modesty panel. A modesty panel is not required for support.

![Diagram of centered and recessed modesty panels]

Centered
- Modesty Panels are available centered and recessed.
Grommets are available on all desks. Wire access is available on modesty panels. The following outlines the available locations.

Modesty panels include a notch at the top for wire management and are available on recessed or center mounted panels.

**standard desk, full or partial height modesty**
Available left, right or centered (left and centered shown)

- **round grommet**
  - 5" to front edge of cut out
  - 4" to edge of cut out
- **rectangular grommet**
  - 6" on center
  - 4" on center

**standard desk, single pedestal right, full or partial height modesty**
Available left, right or centered (left and centered shown). The right location will be above the pedestal

- **rectangular grommet**
  - 5" to front edge of cut out
  - 4" to edge of cut out
- **round grommet**
  - 6" on center
  - 4" on center
planning with desk grommets & modesty panels  
(continued)

standard desk, single pedestal left, full or partial height modesty
Available left, right or centered (left and centered shown). The left location will be above the pedestal.

standard desk, double pedestal right, full or partial height modesty
Available left, right or centered (left and centered shown). The left and right locations will be above the pedestal.
planning with desk grommets & modesty panels (continued)

table desk and table desk, knockdown frame

Available left, right or centered (left and centered shown). The left and right locations will be above the pedestal.

rectangular grommet

round grommet